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Executive Summary
Online holiday shopping has become a retail phenomenon, with 2014 Cyber Monday sales projected to reach $2.6 billion, 
according to the Adobe Digital Index. With more and more consumers utilizing their mobile devices to search online for the 
best deals and sales offers, many marketers are optimizing their local search strategies by implementing best practices in 
organic search. 

This whitepaper presents five essential elements for optimizing the local search user experience, as well as 10 on-page SEO 
best practices. Several highly effective KPIs and reporting practices also are provided to help brands track and measure 
their local SEO efforts. The whitepaper draws from the successful local SEO initiatives of retailer Lane Bryant.

Note: This whitepaper is based on a webcast from Digital Marketing Depot. Thanks to the original contributors:   
Bill Connard, V.P. of Local Search Solutions, Rio SEO and Kippie Friedkin, Online Marketing Manager, Lane Bryant. To view 
the on-demand version of this webcast, please visit  
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/maximize-local-search-traffic-holiday-season.
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Pigeon update prompts traffic, ranking gains for sites 
optimized for local search
In July 2014, Google introduced its Pigeon algorithm update, which provides more useful, relevant and accurate local 
search results tied more closely to traditional web search ranking signals. The goal, according to Google executives, is to 
improve the search engine’s distance and location ranking parameters.  

As the balance of power in organic search rankings shifts to mobile/local optimized sites, brands that have been able to 
utilize local SEO best practices have experienced gains in both search rankings and website traffic coming from the search 
engines. Technology marketers, for example, saw website traffic from organic search increase 31% in the four-month period 
following Pigeon’s introduction, according to survey of 20 retail brands by Rio SEO (see Table 1). Traffic from mobile organic 
search users grew 43% during the same timeframe. 

Table 1: Post-Pigeon organic and mobile organic search results

Source: Rio SEO client analysis, July-October 2014.

An example of four business categories tracked – automotive, technology, sporting goods and home – saw a large spike 
in traffic after Google’s Pidgeon update (see Table 2). Mobile search gains have outpaced organic search increases, as 
Google’s algorithm updates are prioritizing mobile rankings and locally optimized landing pages for consumers searching 
on their mobile devices. 

Source: Rio SEO

Table 2: Post-Pigeon organic and mobile search traffic gains

Automotive

Retail

Technology

Home

Business category

4.7%

11%

31%

5%

Organic search

25%

17.5%

43%

5%

Mobile organic search
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Google’s search algorithm is increasing its emphasis on a quality user experience on its SERPs. Google wants its results 
to showcase webpages that provide users with the information they are seeking quickly and easily, including new mobile-
friendly site detection. To succeed in this environment, multi-location brands must provide relevant business verification 
tags that include:

• local desktop and mobile landing pages;
• accurate and consistent business information;
• best practices local SEO;
• claimed and verified map listings; and 
• verified optimized online directory citations.

The five essential elements of a quality user 
experience
Few search marketers are utilizing valuable optimization tactics that can improve the local search engine user experience. 
For example, less than half of retail marketers are optimizing for desktop or mobile web users with local landing pages, 
according to a November 2014 survey by Digital Marketing Depot and Rio SEO (see Table 3).

There are five characteristics of an optimized search engine user experience that, when implemented, can improve search 
engine rankings and increase website traffic. The following section describes the characteristics marketers should be 
implementing today.

Table 3: Percentage of retailers using the following website optimization tactics

 

21%

29%

36%

36%

43%

57%
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Include links to maps and driving directions

Optimize for tablet users

Optimize for mobile web users

Use responsive design

Optimize for desktop users

Present local business information

Sources: Rio SEO, Digital Marketing Depot

1. Create device-optimized environments.
Your website should be multi-device-optimized and provide a unique experience for each type of visitor (i.e., desktop, 
tablet and mobile). While there is some industry debate about whether to use responsive design or separate ‘templates’ 
when designing a mobile site, the right solution for your business will depend on factors such as your current site structure, 
the layout and structure of the mobile experience, how well you know your audience and how they use their mobile 
devices. 

Retailer Lane Bryant, for example, analyzed its online audience activities and found that nearly half of its promotional emails 
were opened on mobile devices and almost 30% of organic searches occurred on a mobile device. 
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Effective cross device optimization should direct users to the best possible online experience based on the device they are 
using. You can communicate separate mobile pages by pointing mobile and tablet canonical URLs to your desktop landing 
pages. From there, make sure your analysts or reporting tools can separate mobile, tablet and desktop content and events 
to surface key insights about how your audience comes and visits with your site.

2. Inject local business information into local pages and maintain accurate information through frequent updates. 
It is essential to include your local business name, address and phone number, as well as click-to-call functionality store 
services on all webpages and products.  To be even more hyperlocal, each business location should feature neighborhood 
data, including local landmarks, as well as city, state and zip code. Click-to-call capabilities are becoming increasingly 
important, and is now the second-highest mobile activity that Rio SEO tracks across clients with mobile landing pages. To 
ensure a great user experience, local business information must be updated frequently, especially if you are a multi-location 
retailer that opens and closes stores frequently.

3. Include driving directions and links to maps for quick user access. 
Integrating driving directions and providing one-click links to external online maps on your website enables users to get 
to where they want to go and do what they need to do quickly and easily.  This is critical for mobile users who may be 
searching for your nearest location while they are in their cars, which leads to a higher conversion rate for local businesses. 

4. Provide relevant local business content.
Consumers, especially on mobile devices, are looking for the closest brick-and-mortar location that can satisfy their needs. 
By providing relevant local content on your optimized website, you are putting that information at their fingertips. Be sure 
to include the following:

• operating hours;
• local events;
• links to the company newsletter;
• coupons or promotions (i.e., signups for email exclusive offers); and
• e-commerce and social link promotions.

5. Offer direct links from search map results to your optimized local webpages. 
Offering a direct link from Google, Yahoo! or Bing map results to your local business landing pages keeps users in your 
brand experience without forcing them back to the search engine for more information or driving directions. Your up-to-
date local information should include the location’s name, address, phone number, business categories and storefront 
images, plus any other content each can accept. 
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10 On-page local SEO best practices
More search marketers have recognized the importance of local SEO and are implementing local SEO best practices to 
boost their search engine rankings and website traffic. Seventy-nine percent of search marketers are integrating Webmaster 
Tools and web analytics from Google, Bing and Adobe Analytics, for example, into their webpages, according to the 
Rio SEO and Digital Marketing Depot November 2014 survey. Nearly two-thirds of search marketers are optimizing SEO 
elements such as H1 tags, which leaves a great chance of improvement for brands.

The following are 10 local SEO best practices that can help your brand improve search engine rankings and increase 
website traffic for the upcoming holiday shopping season and beyond.

1. Optimize local business names with keyword and locale in the title tags. Every local store page should be 
optimized and have its own title tag that includes keywords, addresses and specific location data, such as mall names or 
neighborhoods. Local business descriptions and hyperlocal meta-tags should include the location’s city, state and zip. All 
local information should be properly marked with relevancy tags to enable the search engines crawlers to reference the tags 
and rank your pages for localized searches.

2. Integrate local schema markup within the page. Schema markup for each location should include the proper local 
business category, name, street address, city, state, zip and telephone number. Additionally local product schema markup 
should include product name, description, brand and price. You may also want to include Open Graph and social markup 
for Facebook, Google+ and Twitter. (A glossary of all schema elements can be found at https://schema.org/.)

3. Optimize SEO elements, such as H1 tags. Localized content headlines, i.e., H1 or H2, are very important and often 
overlooked in keyword optimization for content. On-page local content such as city, state and zip, can be supplemented 
with neighborhood, landmarks, shopping centers and cross streets for enhanced local SEO. It’s also valuable to integrate 
rich media into your pages and business listings, including YouTube videos, Google Maps, social media shares, and reviews 
and ratings from sites such as Yelp and Foursquare to increase signals about each business. 

4. Customize local content with relevant information. Localized relevant content includes coupons, menus, events, 
ordering options (i.e., online purchases and in-store pickups), click-to-call numbers and form fills (including loyalty clubs and 
scheduling appointments).  To enhance the visual appeal of your local content, try including a “see inside” view (Google 
Business View) that takes visitors on a virtual tour of the local store. 

5. Name images with local alt and title text. Alt and title text tags for location images should include the business name, 
city, state, zip and neighborhood. You can also add localized promotions or content such as neighborhood events and city 
or statewide sales. Images can be wrapped with schema and identified as an event or promotion to be indexed to rank 
higher. This can also drive reporting of specific images or coupon downloads to be tracked against conversions.

6. Localize anchor text for links. Locally targeted text links are often overlooked and should include landing page links, 
store service links, in-store department hyperlinks and links to driving directions and maps. All links should be descriptive 
and localized with city and address names.

7. Inject URL structures with keywords and location.  Keyword optimized URLs can reside in a sub-domain or sub-folder. 
There are several options for what to include in an optimized URL, depending on the length you are comfortable with. Local 
content can include the business name, address (i.e., city, state and zip), neighborhood and search term or even location ID.
 
8. Establish domain authority with links to store finders and local pages. Local pages should be linked to your 
homepage and live on your main domain to establish domain authority (and higher rankings) in search engine crawlers. 
Make sure your homepage has a text link to store or location finders to create a faster path for crawling and indexing. 

9. Include external links from relevant directory pages. External links from online directories can have a positive impact 
on local page rankings. Include inbound links from sites such as Google+ Local, Yahoo! Local, Bing Maps, Yelp, Foursquare, 
SuperPages and Merchant Circle. By injecting a link to your local landing pages in all of your directory listings you can bring 
visitors back to your brand environment to build the relationship, personalize promotions and analyze their site activities.
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10. Integrate Webmaster Tools and web analytics into webpages. Webpage rankings improve when you utilize Google 
assets on those pages. These can include Google Analytics, YouTube videos, Google Maps and Google+ links. Start by 
submitting your sitemaps to the search engines (both Google and Bing), by implementing web analytics (i.e., Google 
Analytics, Adobe Analytics), setting up Webmaster Tools. 

Reporting and critical KPIs 
Perhaps the most difficult part of the search marketer’s job is to know what metrics to measure and analyze to understand 
how your local SEO initiatives are impacting the sales funnel and conversions. Key local search KPIs include:

• website analytics (i.e., traffic);
• call tracking;
• click activities;
• local rankings;
• reviews and ratings;
• brand consistency on local citations; and 
• conversions.

The following four steps can improve your reporting effectiveness and allow you to more accurately measure the ROI of 
your local SEO investments.

Step One: Monitor local data consistency
Begin with an internal evaluation of your brand website and all local landing pages. Is all of your critical business 
information accurate and consistent? Make sure you check the following:

• NAP (name, address, phone number);
• operating hours;
• services and products;
• categorization in directories;
• local URLs (are they optimized with keywords and local info?); and
• additional contact information.

Next, scan and compare your business data across external networks, including data aggregators (i.e., InfoUSA, Acxiom, 
Neustar Localeze and Factual), social media, niche local online directories (Angie’s List and Judy’s Book, for example) and 
GPS devices. 

Step Two: Track local ranking by 
location: How does your business 
rank in each market?
Monitor your hyperlocal rankings across both organic 
and local search, which will include the search engines 
as well as local listing on SERPS and local map 
applications. When optimized correctly, your local 
businesses can be found twice – in map and organic 
results. It’s also critical to track your organic rankings 
from third-party directories such as Yelp, Foursquare 
and Whitepages and understand if and how your 
business is being found across external directories.  
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Next, you’ll need to track location ratings over time to recognize trends, and make changes at poorly performing locations. 
Specific metrics to measure include:

• number of reviews by site;
• average ratings by site;
• rating by location, city, state or nationally;
• opportunities for improvement; and
• the impact of reviews in terms of store sales and traffic. (i.e.; against web analytics and conversions). 

Step Four: Create segmented reports
Segmented reports are a very useful tool for tracking local SEO by a defined geography or location type. Begin by defining 
your location set – which can range from individual locations to cities, states or national – and then select the stores with 
specific services or products and any filters you need to qualify results.

Next, combine data sources to enable cross-channel reporting or side-by-side channel or location trends. This also will allow 
you to drill down into specific sources, such as trends on a site such as Yelp or Foursquare. Ultimately, you should be able 
to create roll-up reports that can provide a broad view by comparing multiple segments, overall local network reports and 
trends over time.

Conclusion
As the number of consumers using their mobile devices to search and shop online continues to increase, implementing 
local SEO best practices and reporting has become critical for search marketers. Retailers that utilized best practice local 
SEO after Google’s Pigeon algorithm update saw an average 13% increase in organic traffic in just four months. 

Hyperlocal is the new standard for search engine results. Marketers that want to succeed in the post-Pigeon search engine 
environment need to optimize their local SEO initiatives across all devices and online directories. Marketers also need to 
utilize top 10 best practices for local SEO and implement local search roll-up reporting to measure their success across 
channels to maximize local search traffic for the holiday season and beyond. n
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About Rio SEO
Based in San Diego, Rio SEO ranks among the largest independent providers of SaaS-based, local search automation 
solutions and patented SEO reporting tools. Since 2009, Rio SEO’s local search technology has helped leading brands and 
global retailers drive online web and mobile traffic to their location listings through all of the major search engines, social 
networks, and data aggregators. Today, Rio SEO’s Store Finder, Mobile Store Finder, and the industry’s only international 
Local Business Listings Management software power more than 100,000 location listings for top department stores, 
pharmacies, sporting goods stores, auto parts providers, and other multi-location retailers and service businesses.

About Digital Marketing Depot  
and Third Door Media
Digital Marketing Depot is a resource center for digital marketing strategies and tactics. We feature hosted White Papers 
and E-Books, original research, and webcasts on digital marketing topics -- from advertising to analytics, SEO and PPC 
campaign management tools to social media management software, e-commerce to e-mail marketing, and much more 
about internet marketing.

http://digitalmarketingdepot.com

